
INTO THE DEPTHS
The very symbol of divination, the crystal ball is a powerful tool for scrying. 
Gazing into its depths unlocks energies and visions in the unconscious mind. 
Lead-free pure quartz crystal ball comes with rosewood stand (designs will 
vary). In Lavender, Clear or Green. Rush delivery not available.
D91200  6 cm Crystal Ball  $24    |  D91210  8 cm Crystal Ball  $38
D91220  10 cm Crystal Ball  $78
SAVE  $20!  D92180  Buy one of each size for $120!

CHAKRA GEMS
Natural gems and stones in the signature colors of the chakras 
combine here with hematite to help keep your spirit balanced 
and energized: rock crystal, amethyst, sodalite, green aven-
turine, citrine, tiger eye, and carnelian. Earrings have sterling 
earwires. Pendant with pewter eternal knot bead on 18" chain; 
stretch bracelet is 7½". Made in Wales by the Black Dragon. 
J50102  Beaded Chakra Bracelet  $30
J10553  Beaded Chakra Earrings  $20
J20822  Beaded Chakra Pendant  $20

actual size

THE ART OF HANDWRITING
Inscribe and draw in your journal, send a heartfelt note, or simply doodle in a grand 
manner with these elegant spiral glass pens. Grooves hold the ink and flow it to the 
nib; the pen cleans quickly for a change of ink color. Set includes two handmade 
glass pens and six bottles of ink in an array of colors; in a presentation box.
C18021  Glass Pen and Ink Set  $45

Giant: 13¼" x 18"

Large: 10" x 13"
Medium: 7" x 10"

GRAND IMAGININGS
Make no little plans. They have no magic.  

—Daniel Burnham
Your thoughts and dreams, magic 

spells and observations, reminis-
cences and plans—these deserve 

no ordinary journal. The monumental 
size of this volume will inspire you to a 

loftier plane of contemplation, chakra 
stones will keep your spirit in balance. 

Wrapped in leather, adorned with an 
alignment of stones in the colors of the 

chakras—amethyst, lapis, turquoise, green 
onyx, yellow onyx, orange onyx, and red 
coral. Color of natural stones will vary. 
Secures with brass latches. Heavyweight 
handmade linen paper. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
C14064  Giant Chakra Journal  $160 | C14084  Large Journal  $110 | C14088  Medium  Journal  $85

Magical Thinking

CRESCENT DRAGON  
A dragon coils around a crescent of silver. 
Although she is ready to pounce, she 
will keep a tight grip and stay with you. 
Designed by Jessica Galbreth. Sterling 
silver dragon pendant on 18" chain.
J20990   Crescent Dragon Pendant  $55

actual size

NEW! DRAGONHEART
Love as strong and enduring as a dragon. Two dragons form a 
heart around this picture frame, ready to guard the image of one 
you love. 6" tall, takes a 4" x 4" photo. Easel stand and hanging 
loop. Antiqued pewter finish.
D90108  Dragon Heart Picture Frame  $30

ENCHANTMENT
After the enchantment, flowers bloomed at her touch…
Twining green vines bloom with mystical purple blossoms. 
Sprinkled with sparkling dew-drop crystals, they entice 
charming ladybugs and a butterfly. Antiqued bronze-tone 
enameled necklet adjusts 17-20". Set includes  
coordinating earrings.
J90045  Purple Blossoms Necklet & Earrings  $32

Earrings shown
actual sizeNecklet shown

2/3 size

NEW! ATTUNEMENT
Gemstones representing the colors of 
the chakras are aligned on a quartz 
crystal, as statement of balance and 
attunement. Cabochons of amethyst, 
iolite, peridot, citrine, carnelian and 
garnet are set on a genuine quartz 
crystal, with an 18" satin cord.
J21068  Chakra Crystal Pendant  $24

NEW! BALANCE
An array of faceted gemstones 
representing the chakras is arranged 
in harmonious balance in these 
luminous earrings. Genuine amethyst, 
peridot, blue topaz, iolite, citrine, 
carnelian and garnet. Sterling silver.
J10736  Chakra Balance Earrings  $99

NEW! SUNLIGHT & 
HARMONY
A cut-glass crystal drop 
invites sunlight to play and 
scatter rainbows; natural 
gems and stones aligned 
in the signature colors 
of the chakras hold the 
crystal, with a pewter bead 
decorated with eternal 
knotwork. Rock crystal, 
amethyst, sodalite, green 
aventurine, citrine, tiger eye, 
and carnelian. Handcrafted 
in Wales by The Black 
Dragon.
D90113  Chakra Crystal  
                 Suncatcher  $22
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